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Dear alumni and friends of the University:
As we usher in an exciting new year at the University of Memphis, please
accept my sincerest wish to each of you fora very happy and prosperous ye We all look forward to continued success, and if this past year is an indicator
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Thanks to our loyal alumni and friends, we celebrated numerous S^
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mention only a few, we are grateful for these successes and stMnany

of our students and faculty. They ioin me in thanking you or your gen-
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By Elizabeth Jane Walker

Top Gun

By Greg Russell

Prescription for Change
By Jackie Flaum

A partnership between the University of Memphis and Methodist
Healthcare yields healthy benefits for everyone.

,o celebrating with you more successes in the coming year.

20

A Dream Retold

By Matt Timberlake

U of M professor Dr. John Baur is creating an opera to celebrate the
life and times of Dr. Martin Luther King Jr.

Shirley C. Raines

24

A League of Their Own

By Blair Dedrick

The staff of the Center for Athletic Academic Sen/ices at the
University of Memphis is helping keep student-athletes on track
for sports and graduation.

On the cover:
An opera written by U of M
professor John Baur celebrates
the life of Martin Luther King Jr.
See story on page 20.
Illustration by Aaron Drown.

Making Waves

The U of M athletic department has produced all-conference
performers for decades. The latest star, though, is from a sport that
might surprise you.

others tha, help define our University, especially the outstandtng, achtev ments

By Greg Russell

He has won the prestigious Sen/ice to America Justice Medal for
sen/ice to his country. But for this alumnus, stopping drug smugglers
is exhilarating and - yes - fun.

Tigers' footbaH victory; the opening of the magnificent FedEx Institute
Technology to national acclaim; and the dedication of our recently renovated

Bowled Over

In a historic moment for U of M football, thousands of Tiger fans
traveled to the Big Easy to watch Memphis top North Texas 27-17 in
the third annual New Orleans Bowl.

„f the future, 2004 will prove to he an exceptional year for the Un,vers,ty.

ceSses over the pas, year, such as the New Orleans Bowl invitahon and
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The structure itself is enough to awe, but the goingson inside are what really astound - just ask the hun
dreds who attended the November grand opening of the
FedEx Institute of Technology.
"What we now have is a technology research center
unmatched in the region," said Jim Phillips (BA '73, MBA
'76), chair and executive director of the institute. "With
this project, we have a signature program that will attract
national and international attention."
The facility will serve as a showcase for
groundbreaking research and could elevate the U of M to
a higher-tier ranking of universities nationwide, University
administrators say.
The University's desire for a high-tech institute came
about when shipping giant FedEx Corp. donated $5
million toward the $23 million facility that has farreaching research capabilities.

Sm

A goal of FIT is to produce a digitally savvy work force
with programs that will prepare U of M students for the
latest high-tech jobs. Interdisciplinary research will be
conducted at the facility which will serve as a forum
through which local businesses can collaborate to find
solutions to real-world problems.
FIT will concentrate on six areas: health care, learning
technology such as artificial intelligence, performing arts,
social justice, teacher education and biotechnology.
The institute will include several centers for many
new and ongoing research projects across campus. The
entire fourth floor of the building will house the Center
for Intelligent Systems, where U of M faculty continue to
develop the "AutoTutor" project.
Other centers include the Center for Spatial Analysis;
Center for Multimedia Arts; Center for Life Sciences;
Center for Next Generation Transportation; Center for
Digital and Regional Development; Center for Supply
Chain Management; and the Center for Managing
Emerging Technology.

news bits
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Sobering thought

A Freshman First

A study by a U of M professor may shed new light on
how and why adults become alcoholics. The findings might
prove to be unnerving for parents of young adults.
Dr. Doug Matthews, an associate professor of psychol
ogy, has found that binge drinking during adolescence may
have long-term effects on the brain — including effects that
lead to adult alcoholism.
"The findings in our study strongly suggest that binge
alcohol exposure during adolescence alters the neurobiology
of the brain in a manner that can be long-lasting," said
Matthews, a member of the U of M Mouse Genome Project
and Interactive Neuroscience Initiative on Alcoholism.
"These long-lasting changes highlight adolescence as a
critical period when alcohol abuse can produce changes in
the brain. These changes might represent a long-term state
that leads to eventual alcohol abuse."
Matthews says these new findings are important
because they are the first investigations into the long-term
brain effects of chronic binge drinking during adolescence.
While researchers have known for several years that alcohol
drinking during a person's early years predicts future alcohol
abuse, the underlying mechanismshave been unknown.

Matthews' research reveals that chronic binge alcohol
exposure produces changes in the brains of laboratory rats.
Through his research, in collaboration with Dr. Tom Sutter,
Feinstone Chair of Excellence, Matthews has found that
chronic binge drinking during adolescence alters the
expression pattern of several genes, including genes that are
known to change during ethanol tolerance.
Matthews said future studies must identify whether such
changes last throughout adulthood, and if these changes fuel
increased drinking. If later findings support this, then
Matthews' current work will be the first research to identify a
mechanism in the theory that alcohol abuse in adults follows
exposure to high levels of alcohol during adolescence.
Matthews' research is becoming increasingly relevant.
Heavy drinking among young people is on the rise. A report
by the National Household Study on Drug Abuse showed
that 16.4 percent of adolescents said they used alcohol in
the month prior to the survey, while 10.4 percent reported
binge drinking, categorized as the consumption of five or
more drinks on one occasion.

Shield of Honor
Bobby Wharton has been given tremendous opportunities in life, and he
credits the University of Memphis for much of his good fortune. "Sometimes
people don't realize that when they have success, it's because of the college
education they received," he said. "But I've never lost sight of that."
Bert Bornblum believes people should support their local university,
even if they are not alumni. "The University of Memphis should be supported
because it is producing people of intelligence and is creating a workforce
that will contribute to the intellectual and industrial development of the
U of M Professor Dr. Naseeb Shaheen
state," said the retired clothing business owner.
was one of several individuals who received
Wharton (BSET '75) and Bornblum were two of dozens of individuals the
a plaque from the UMS for contributing
$10,000 or more to academic programs at
University of Memphis Society recognized in October for contributing
the U of M. At left is Germantown Mayor
$10,000 or more to academic programs at the U of M. The induction was held
Sharon Goldsworthy and at right is U of M
in conjunction with the UMS' awards dinner at the Holiday Inn on campus.
President Shirley Raines.
Wharton is owner of G&W Diesel Inc. and Pro-Fire Equipment. He has
endowed a professorship in the Herff College of Engineering and was the first UMS Life Member. "The University directly
affects more people in Memphis than anything else does," Wharton said.
Bornblum, together with his brother David, established Bornblum Judaic Studies, a program of the University College that
offers study in the culture and history of Judaism.
Each donor was presented with an enlarged, engraved copy of the new seal which is large enough for display in an office
or business.
"We are indebted to our donors for their support and to the University of Memphis Society for its purchase of the beautiful
shields and support of this worthy endeavor," said President Shirley Raines.
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If it's the first impression that really matters most, then the University of Memphis is on the right
track to grooming incoming freshmen. August 25 marked the inaugural Freshman Convocation at the
U of M.
First-year students gathered at the Elma Roane Field House for the event, which included
performances by the U of M pep band, cheerleaders and Tiger mascot, Pouncer. Participants were
introduced to U of M traditions and received advice on becoming successful students. Speakers
included President Shirley Raines and Provost Ralph Faudree. Several alumni and current students
were on hand to share stories about life at the U of M.
"We want the students to understand what university life is all about, and what the University of
Memphis stresses, which is being a dreamer, thinker and doer," said Dr. Ric Hovda, dean of the
College of Education.
The event concluded with a procession from the Field House to the Alumni Mall, where students
enjoyed a picnic with free food, entertainment and games.

Encore! Encore!
For three U of M music professors, it is getting to be old
hat; for another, it is recognition well deserved. The Ameri
can Society of Composers, Authors and Publishers has
named four U of M music faculty members as recipients of
its ASCAP Award. ASCAP recognized Dr. Kamran Ince,
Shirley McRae and James Richens — all honored multiple
times by the organization — and Jack Cooper for the number
of their works published and performed.
Cooper has a wide range of experience as a performer,
composer and educator. His compositions have been
performed or recorded by such artists as the Woody Herman
Orchestra, Doc Severinsen, the U.S. Navy Commodores and
the Summit Jazz Orchestra. Cooper has served as staff
arranger and clinician for Warner Brothers Publications
since 1992. He is the founder of the Jazz Orchestra of the
Delta.

U.S. and European symphonies have performed the
works of Ince, a professor of music. Among his recent
works are Symphony No. 4 Sardis, inspired by the ancient
Anatolian civilization; one for eight, a work commissioned
for the Amsterdam-based cello octet Conjunto Iberico; and
Academica, commissioned by Istanbul Technical University
in honor of its 225th anniversary.
Professor emerita McRae has retired but continues to
teach part time. She has taught music theory and education
as well as sacred music. McRae has written numerous vocal
compositions for adults and children and conducts
children's choirs across the nation.
Richens is a professor of music and composer/arranger
in residence for the Memphis Symphony Orchestra. He has
arranged much of the music the MSO performs at its pops
concerts, including works by. Elvis Presley.

Just super
Isaac Bruce keeps hauling in the honors. The record-setting receiver for the St. Louis Rams had
his number 83 U of M jersey retired during a halftime ceremony at the Tigers' Oct. 4 Homecoming
game; he also received a BPS degree during August commencement,
a"Throughout his professional life, Isaac has continued to promote the U of M," said Tiger
football coach Tommy West. "He has had such an incredible career both as a collegiate player and
in the NFL but has never forgotten that he is a Memphis Tiger."
aBruce,a junior college transfer, played for the Tigers during the 1992-93 seasons. In his senior
season, he caught 74 passes — still a single season record — and he is the only player in Memphis
football history to eclipse the 1,000-yard mark in receiving yards in a season.
Bruce was chosen in the second round of the 1994 draft by St. Louis. He is the Rams' all-time
leader in receiving yards, career touchdown receptions and overall receptions. He caught a 73-yard touchdown pass from St.
Louis quarterback Kurt Warner that proved to be the winning points in the Rams' 2000 Super Bowl victory.
Isaac
Bruce
Isaac Bruce
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Hardins' Gift Will Support U of M Faculty

Feeling like a million
If there were an award for most connections to the
University of Memphis, Danny Linton (MA '97, BA '95)
would probably be the first recipient. Although he is only 29
years old, Linton has been an undergraduate student,
student worker, graduate student, staff member and adjunct
faculty member.
But his latest title — game show contestant — had his
colleagues in the Division of Business and Finance excited.
Linton last summer appeared on Who Wants to Be a

Linton converses with host Meredith Vieira during taping of

Millionaire.

Who Wants to Be a Millionaire. Linton won $1,000.

"You can't win unless you try out," he said. "I've always
been one to throw my hat in the ring."
Linton tried out for Millionaire when the show held
auditions in Memphis at the Wolfchase Galleria in August
2002. After a five-hour wait in line, he took a multiple
choice test and was interviewed. It was a hassle, he said,
but ultimately worthwhile when he qualified to join the
contestant pool.
Though Linton's appearance on Millionaire aired in late
summer, it was taped a year ago. He said what audiences see
on television isn't exactly what happens on the set because
multiple episodes are taped each day the show is in produc
tion.
"It's funny, because at the end of the Thursday show,
[host Meredith Yieira] said, 'See you tomorrow,"' Linton said.
"Then, they send me up to a dressing room to change
clothes. Right after that, they start taping the Friday show
and talk about what happened yesterday, but 'yesterday' is
really just 20 minutes ago."

Linton went away with just $1,000 after his phone-afriend misadvised him on an architecture question.
"A thousand dollars is better than a kick in the head,"
Linton said, "but I always wonder what the next question
would have been."
Now that Millionaire airs five times a week rather than
one, Linton thinks the questions have gotten harder. No
contestant won more than $16,000 while he was there, he
said.
Although Linton had a chance to strike it rich on the
game show, he says he is content with his career at the U of
M. He is the Web administrator and developer for the
Division of Business and Finance by day, and an adjunct
instructor who teaches classes such as "Introduction to
Film" by night.

A $500,000 gift from philanthropists Helen and Jabie
Hardin will enhance the University of Memphis' ability to
recruit and retain top-quality faculty. The award, which will
be used to expand professorships and establish distin
guished faculty research awards, was made in honor of the
University's provost, Dr. Ralph Faudree.
Professorships recognize outstanding individual faculty
contributions in teaching, scholarship, service and commu
nity outreach. While the U of M Alumni Association funds
awards for distinguished research in the sciences, humani
ties, social

Mathematics, in honor of their son, and the Hardin Chair of
Excellence in Managerial Journalism.
The couple's philanthropy extends well beyond the
University. Their 1993 gift to the Memphis Zoo — the
largest individual gift to the zoo at that time — made
possible the Helen and Jabie Hardin Primate Canyon. They
have also supported such organizations as the Salvation
Army, St. Jude Children's Research Hospital and the
Memphis Botanic Garden.
Jabie Hardin grew up on a farm in Columbia County,
Ga. It was

Linton will put his $1,000 windfall toward a flat-panel
plasma television.

Palmer's professors

U of M President Shirley Raines
and Christine Jiang were all
smiles after the associate
professor was named a Palmer
recipient.

newsbits

Helen and Jabie Hardin visit with Provost Ralph Faudree (center) after the couple presented
the U of M a $500,000 gift.

The University of Memphis named nine faculty members as this year's Suzanne
Downs Palmer Professors. The cash awards honor outstanding achievement in research,
teaching, scholarship, service, community outreach and fund raising. They are awarded
to tenured and tenure-track faculty in the Fogelman College of Business and Economics.
Recipients in the research category were Rabi Bhagat ($12,500), professor of
management; William T. Smith ($10,000), associate professor of economics; Christine
Jiang ($10,000), associate professor of finance, insurance and real estate; and Larry
Abbott ($7,500), assistant professor of accounting.
In the teaching category, awards went to David Ciscel ($12,500), professor of
economics, and Balaji Krishnan ($7,500), assistant professor of marketing and supply
chain management.
Recognized in the service category were David Spiceland ($12,500), professor of
accounting; Thomas Miller ($12,500), professor of management and associate dean; and
Barbara Davis ($10,000), associate professor of management.

THE UNIVERSITY

OF

MEMPHIS

programs
that contribute to solving problems in the community. As
provost, Faudree leads the faculty in its mission to make the
U of M one of America's great metropolitan research
universities.
"The generous gift of Helen and Jabie Hardin will
provide funding for University professorships that will
support and honor exceptional faculty and enable the
University of Memphis to recruit and retain outstanding
professors so critical to our mission," said Faudree. "I am
honored to be associated with such a program."

years.
Hardin
later
established a scholarship fund in Columbia County.
The Hardins are founders of Hardin's-Sysco Food
Services Inc. The company, originally Hardin's Co., merged
with Sysco in 1972.
"We've been fortunate in our business and in our
investments," said Helen. "We wanted to do some good, and
we enjoy being able to see where our support is going. We
have great admiration for Ralph Faudree. He's done a
wonderful job. We wanted to help the University again and
do it through Ralph."

The Hardins are longtime supporters of the University.
They have endowed two chairs of excellence: the Jabie
Sanford Hardin III Chair of Excellence in Combinatoric
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In a historic moment for U of M football,

thousands of Tiger fans traveled to the Big

Easy to watch Memphis top North Texas 27-17
in the third annual New Orleans Bowl.

- *

Say.- Bern Til, a.

he little lady wearing Tiger blue didn't seem to
be a match for the thousands of Mean Green
fans rushing to get into the New Orleans

Superdome.

"I just had foot surgery," said the fan, Ann Martin,
as she hobbled through a massive wave of North Texas
and Memphis supporters near a stadium entrance.
That wouldn't stop the elderly lady — obviously in
discomfort — as she rolled left, threw a stiff arm and
disappeared into the stadium with a move that even
Tiger coach Tommy West would have appreciated.
"You do what you have to do," Martin said. "Even
with a broken leg, I would not have missed this game
for the world."
Martin and her husband, Gene ('76), were just two
of the more than 12,000 Tiger fans doing what they had
to do to witness the U of M's first bowl appearance in
three decades, a 27-17 victory over North Texas in the
New Orleans Bowl. Not since a 28-9 Pasadena Bowl

U of M alumnus Chris Williams knew when he
picked up a Memphis newspaper in early December
and saw mention of Tiger football that the program had
reached new heights.
"You get so used to seeing a small article near the

end of November with the headline, 'Tigers Lose
Again,"' said Williams (BEd '88), a former equipment
manager for the Tiger football team. "That would be it
until the following football season."
Ray Daniels ('57), a past president of the Highland
Hundred, noted, "Tiger football has been like a salmon
swimming upstream — we have had to start over so
many times. But the wait has been more than worth it."
Former Tiger tailback Leo Cage (BSET '80), one of
dozens of former players to attend the game, said,
"Words can hardly describe what this team has done. If
we keep Joe Lee Dunn and Tommy West, we will build
a powerhouse."

played in the postseason.
Tiger supporters arrived by plane, train and auto
mobile to turn the Crescent City into a sea of blue. A U

Memphis began the contest playing like a dominat
ing force, jumping to a 17-3 halftime lead on the
strength of game-MVP Danny Wimprine's 7-yard TD
run and 10-yard TD pass. A 42-yard field goal late in

of M parade the night before the Dec. 16 game closed

the contest by Stephen Goskowski helped the Tigers

several arteries in the city as Bourbon Street became

thwart a North Texas comeback.
"This has been a long time coming for this Univer

victory over San Jose State in 1971 had Memphis

"Tiger Central."
"We were going to go to the bowl wherever the
team went," said Ann Williams (BBA '63), echoing the
sentiment of most Memphis fans.
"We have been there through thick and thin so this
makes it even more special," added husband Wayne
('73). "And this won't be the last bowl — Tommy has
the program headed in the right direction."

sity," said West. "We fulfilled two of our goals tonight.
We got to a bowl game and we won. It is just another
memory to add to the collection."
The victory concluded a memorable season for the
Tigers. Victories over Ole Miss and Louisville and a
late season six-game win streak propelled Memphis to
a 9-4 campaign.

I

t's a lazy Sunday morning in South Florida. While
most people are sipping hot coffee or heading off
to church, Bobby Rutherford (BSE '85), is super

vising a drug bust that nets 3,000 pounds of cocaine.
Before returning home to his wife and young daughters,
he also begins relocation proceedings for one of his
employees.
"I'm having to move one of my agents today be
cause one of his sources was murdered, execution
style, night before last," explains Rutherford. "So I've
been kind of busy."
Rutherford, a group supervisor in U.S. Immigration
and Customs Enforcement (formerly U.S. Customs Ser
vice), has earned national kudos for his efforts to rid
the Miami River of narcotics smugglers. In the mid1990s, drug smugglers turned that river into a super
highway for transporting narcotics into South Florida.
Freighters and barges from Haiti would arrive, ostensi
bly empty, and worthless cargo would be loaded onto
the vessels. Those ships would then transport the rub
bish to Haiti, dump it, and return to Miami with sup
posedly empty cargo holds. In reality, the vessels were
importing cleverly concealed stashes of cocaine and
other drugs to the United States.
For Rutherford and his team of 20 agents, the situ
ation was overwhelming. "We didn't have enough
people to address the problem," he says. So Rutherford
formulated a simple, yet ingenious, plan to nab the
smugglers and their vessels.

Rolling on the river
The success of Rutherford's plan hinged on the
cooperation of federal, state and local law enforcement
agencies. In 1998 he began "selling" his idea to col

leagues in eight other agencies. The result was a task
force called Operation Riversweep. Before that time,
Customs agents might have suspected boats of trans
porting drugs, but they did not have the manpower to
stop and search every vessel. The new inter-agency
cooperation provided Rutherford and his staff with the
assistance they needed. "We would find violations that
weren't Customs violations — like Coast Guard safety
violations or EPA (Environmental Protection Agency)
pollution violations," Rutherford explains. "We could
use those violations to put that boat out of service so
that they wouldn't be bringing in drugs anymore."
Rutherford admits that the cooperation created a
bureaucratic nightmare at first. "Every agency has dif
ferent policies and procedures for the way they do
things," he says. "So we brought them in and said,
'Hey, we need your help. We'd like to utilize your stat
utes.' We basically made them Customs officers and
they operated under our authority, with their extra au
thority. The outside officers were always with one of
our agents. We supervised them, and they served as a
force-multiplier for us."
Between 1999 and 2001, the nine-agency task
force enjoyed unprecedented success, arresting 120
people, seizing 21 freighters and more than 13,000
pounds of cocaine.
As smugglers encountered increasing levels of op
position, they began altering their methods of import
ing contraband. Again, Rutherford fought back, ex
panding his brainchild into a new and bigger initiative,
Operation Riverwalk. Comprising more than 30 differ
ent agencies and 300 officers, this program lasted for

li of M graduate Bobby Rutherford has been responsible for the seizure of tons of illegal drugs. At left, the customs
enforcement officer displays 1,000 pounds of cocaine seized from a freighter in Miami. At right, Rutherford briefs Florida
Gov. Jeb Bush during a tour of the Miami River.

two years, ending in early 2003. Operation Riverwalk
virtually shut down the Miami River as one of the ma
jor entry points for narcotics coming into the United
States. "We ended up seizing about 15,000 pounds of
cocaine, about 35 pounds of heroin and about 15,000
ecstasy tablets," says Rutherford. "And we arrested
over 200 people."

Sleeping with the fishes
Riverwalk's success spawned a new conundrum:
what to do with the empty freighters forfeited to the
government. In the past the government would spend
about $100,000 per vessel on upkeep and dock fees
until the boats could be sold at auction. Ironically, the
smugglers were buying many of the auctioned vessels.
"We were selling some of these boats right back to the
same dopers," says Rutherford, ruefully. "And so we
started sinking them."

Rutherford helped create a program to clean the
freighters and sink them — forming artificial offshore
reefs that were a haven for fish and a boon for the tour
ism industry. In May 2002, Florida Gov. Jeb Bush
and 100 schoolchildren dedicated the "Governor's
Riverwalk Reef' at Peanut Island in Riviera Beach, Fla.
"We have taken something that was for evil and
turned it into something that is useful and beautiful,"
Gov. Bush proclaimed. "Now those vessels of poison,
whose only purpose was to bring cocaine from Haiti... are
part of something beautiful, wholesome and wonderful.
That's a nice full circle, isn't it?"

Diving in
The man who spearheaded these ambitious
projects never intended to pursue a career in U.S. Cus
toms. Born in Scotland and raised in Memphis, Ruther
ford decided to attend then-Memphis State University,
where his father, Robert, worked as director of security.

Smugglers are continually adjusting their tactics to
avoid the scrutiny foisted upon them by Immigration
and Customs officials. As a result of Operation
Riverwalk, drug importers began port shopping. "They
look for the port of least resistance — one that's not
equipped to pay as much attention to them as we are in
Miami," Rutherford explains. So freighters from Haiti
began showing up in New York, Houston, New Orleans
and Tampa, Fla. "We had expected that," says Ruther
ford. Because of Operation Riverwalk, officials in those
cities also began targeting the freighters. The smug
glers were foiled again ... but not for long.
At left, Rutherford removes a kilo of cocaine from a hidden compartment in a boat seized shortly after it arrived from the
Bahamas. At right, Customs agents search a vessel after a four-hour boat chase that resulted in a dramatic crash and
seizure of 1,000 pounds of cocaine.

The younger Rutherford soon found his niche in the
University's Park Ranger Training Program. Led by Dr.
Bill Dwyer, the program was a federally certified Na
tional Park Service law-enforcement training academy.
After two summers working at Chattahoochie River
National Recreation Area in Georgia, Rutherford
graduated and accepted a position as a police officer in
Panama City Beach, Fla., where he had previously held
summer jobs as a lifeguard. In 1987 he was offered a
position with the U.S. Customs Service. Subsequently,
Rutherford attended another university, where he
earned a master's degree in international relations.
Rutherford credits much of his success in law en
forcement to his U of M training. "I had to complete
the police academy in the state of Florida," Rutherford
says, "and then I had to go through the Customs acad
emy at the Federal Law Enforcement Training Center
in Georgia. The training I got from Memphis State was
actually better than all of those. I graduated No. 1 in
the state academy and in the Customs academy be

cause of the training I had at Memphis State in Dr.
Dwyer's class."
Many other organizations have also rated Ruther
ford No. 1 for his contributions to the field of law en
forcement. About five years ago, he received a national
award from the International Auto Theft Investigators
Association for an auto smuggling case he worked on in
Jamaica, where 150 stolen cars were recovered. In Oc
tober of 2002 he received the prestigious Service to
America Justice Medal, an award given by the Partner
ship for Public Service. And in October of 2003, Ruth
erford accepted the International Narcotic Enforcement
Officers Association award for his most recent initia
tive, Operation Seastop.

A ripple effect
Begun in March of 2003, Operation Seastop is an
extension of Operations Riversweep and Riverwalk.

Now they have begun stopping off in the Bahamas,
where they unload their cargo and send it to the main
land in small boats. "They're using what we call the
Miami Vice-type boats, or 'go-fast' boats," says Ruther
ford. "These boats run between 70 and 90 miles per
hour in the middle of the night to bring shipments
across."
So Rutherford's initiative has assumed a third rein
carnation — as Operation Seastop. This expanded pro
gram addresses the threats poised by the "go-fast"
boats and the few remaining drug-trafficking organiza
tions operating on the Miami River. "It's a vicious
cycle," Rutherford says. "Stop them in one place, they
pop up in another; move assets to address it, and they
go back to the old way."
Nabbing smugglers whizzing by at 90 miles per
hour is a far cry from hailing a cumbersome freighter.
Sometimes, the workday can literally fly by. "When
you catch smugglers coming across, they usually don't
stop," Rutherford says. "It turns into a boat chase. Be
cause if you chase them all the way across and they

reach Bahamian waters, they're home free. We don't
want that to happen!"
After 16 years with U.S. Customs, Rutherford still
finds his job exhilarating and fulfilling. He downplays
the danger, but obviously relishes the excitement.
"Sometimes it's dangerous; sometimes it isn't," he
says. "What we do is usually based on intelligence, so
we go out there and make sure we outnumber the bad
guys. But every now and then when you're out there in
the middle, you find another boat and you get into a
chase and it's just you against them.
"Helicopters, boats, planes — you name it, we in
Customs get to do it all," he continues, and without
hesitation adds, "It's a good time, and I'm still having
fun."

Rutherford with several bales of cocaine that had been
airdropped by a Colombian aircraft onto an uninhabited
Bahamian island. The pick-up crew was arrested before
they found the bales of cocaine.

The U of M athletic department has produced allconference performers for decades. The latest star, though,
is from a sport that might just surprise you.
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Tidmore's markmanship was right on target —she out-shot
the other 91competitors at the eventfor the gold medal. Dur
ing a match earlierthis season, sheshot an almost perfect
score of 391 to help the U of M defeat Ole Miss.

Shooting stars
Tidmore's sport

Tiger rifle coach Butch Woolbright adds, "If not this
year, then 2008 for sure."

doesn't often make head

Tidmore — more focused on NCAA competition at
the moment — remains cautious about her chances.

dents and alumni may not

"When I am on the line shooting, I often hum or have
a song running through my head," says Tidmore. "Today,
it is Marvin Gaye's 'Let's Get It On.' Tomorrow, it might be
the last thing I heard on the radio. Whatever the song, it

"This is a new sport for me and I don't have a lot of inter
national experience — that is what you need.There are a

helps me concentrate."
If the soulful singer were still alive, he might be
proud. Tidmore has just threaded the needle of a bull'seye — no bigger than the period at the end of this sen
tence — more times than not during a practice session. It
is this kind of focus that has transformed Tidmore into
one of the top air riflecompetitors in the country.
Tidmore won the U.S. Junior Olympics last summer
at the Olympic Training Center in ColoradoSprings,
Colo., and finished as the third best shooter of either gen

Come May 21, which is the beginning of a three-day
Olympic trial, Tidmore may reach her goal, becoming the
U of M's first Olympian since track star Rudy Sylvan
(2000) and basketball player Anfernee Hardaway (1996).

Her accurate marksmanship at this event boosted her
from the national developmental squad to the U.S. Na
tional Team.
Closer to home, Tidmore has led the University'sair
rifle team to a top 10 NCAA ranking and the small bore
team to a top 20 standing. Can anybody say "Olympic
Games?"
U.S. Olympic rifle coach DavidJohnson certainly can.
"We are going to get her some international experi
ence this spring to build her ability and herconfidence,"
Johnson says. "She is one of our top threefemales in the
country and has as equal of achance as anyone else on
our national team to go to Greece. She has a great future
in the sport."

lot of people who have trained longer than I have whoalso
are in a position to go."
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The team practices,
holds matches and occu
pies office space — all as
a gift-in-kind — at
RangeMaster.

nickel for every time I

Parting shots

have heard that, we would
be rich," says assistant

Despite defeating
former Olympians and the

coach John Dowdy. "Prob

nation's other top shooters

ably most people don't

at nationals last summer,

even know what the sport

Tidmore believes her best

with the program since its

her to Memphis. He says the one most important attribute
a shooter can possess is what makes Tidmore so
exceptional.

Vaughan and freshmen Kate Benjamin, Sarah Carr and
Brian Phillips round out
the squad.

fields a team. "If I had a

Tidmore is trying hardto recall exactly what drewher to

"She bought me a very nice and expensive gun on April
Fool's Day, 2000. That is the day my scores went up dra
matically. That made the biggest difference in my shoot
ing career."
Woolbright, who started the U of M rifle team 12
years ago, also saw Tidmore's potential and recruited

To get to the NCAA national championship this
March, Memphis must be one of the top seven teams at
the sectional competition in late February. Afew indi
viduals not on the qualifying schools can advance, too.
The U of M team is relatively young — the only se
nior is Bartlett, Tehn., native Bobby LeBlanc. Junior J.B.

even know the school

is all about."
Dowdy, who has been

Whatever the reason, it didn't take long for her
mother to recognize her potential.
"She could always tell," Tidmoresays with a smile.

Because Conference USA does not include rifle as a
championship sport, the Tigers are members of the Great
American Rifle Conference. Ole Miss, Kentucky, Xavier
and Army are among other members.

lines and most U of M stu

On target
a sport that may oneday garner her internationalattention.
"My mom grew up on a farm, but my family members
really weren't big hunters," says the Decatur,Ga., native.
"My grandfather used to shoot at turtles to scare them
away from his pond — that is about as close as I got to a
gun. I did join my junior high team, but I really don't
know why."

tion factor withthem. That iswhat sets us apart."

Tidmore agrees. "It all has to be subconscious -—
taking aim, pulling the trigger — allof it," she says. "You
want to do it without thinking about it."
At the Junior Olympiccompetition last summer,

f U of M sophomore Beth Tidmore makes it to the
Olympic Games in Athens, Greece, this summer,
she may want to thank, of all people, singer Marvin
Gaye.

der at the USA National Shooting Championship in June.
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"You must have the mental discipline to do it per
fectly every time you pull the trigger," says Woolbright.
"You must get into a mental zone and do the same thing
the same way every single time."

inception 12 years ago,

chance at the Olympics
The U of M rifle team is ranked in the top 10 and has hopes of
an NCAA title in March. From left, team members Brian
Phillips, Sarah Carr, J.B. Vaughan, Beth Tidmore, Kate Benjamin
and Bobby LeBlanc.

says that in the NCAA,
the sport of rifle is divided into two parts — air rifle and

will be in the 2008 games
to be held in Beijing.
Under-confident? Not
exactly.

take aim at a target 10 metersaway. The ever-so-tiny
bull's-eye — it takes magnification from even 10 meters

"I feel like I could hold my own if I do go to Athens
this year," she says. "I have only been shooting for four
years though — I need to get more international experi
ence and more big matches under my belt and that will
help me shoot high scores more consistently. I am still not
at my peak."

away to see it — is worth 10 points. A perfect score in
air rifle is 400; shooters have 40 minutes to take the 80
required shots. In small bore, the maximum point total is

A nursing major with a 3.8 GPA,Tidmore envisions
graduating and using her degree to support herself while
she trains for future Olympics. She is also taking aim at

1,200.

another career which warrants precision — she hopes one

Woolbright says his current U of M team is the best
squad he has coached. Last year, the Tigers were ranked
in the top 25 heading into sectional competition, but

day to become a physician.
For the moment, Tidmore says sheis content to
spend four hours a night in practice, taking aim at a
miniscule bull's-eye.

small bore. At a match, the aggregate score from these
two areas determines the overall winning squad.
Teams, which are co-ed, consist of four shooters who

failed to advance to nationals because of a miserable
shooting performance.
"The team this yearhas more experience —a big match
doesn't bother them," Woolbright says."There is nointimida

"Practice makes perfect," Tidmore says. That, and a
little help from Marvin Gaye.
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t's a partnership that's creating healthy changes
for both children and adults. The University of
Memphis and Methodist Healthcare are teaming up

to change the face of health care in the Mid-South.
Patients and health-care staff are already benefiting
from the partnership: Patients using Methodist
Healthcare's Outpatient Diagnostics department now
have shorter waits, and linen supply problems within
the system have been alleviated. Lawmakers and com
munity leaders have been educated about the health
care industry's impact on the economy. And social ser
vice, legal and health-care
researchers now have ready
access to critical data on child
health-care issues. All of these
improvements are a result of
projects made possible by $7
million in gifts from LHS Inc.,
a grant-making organization
that emerged from the 1995
merger of Le Bonheur

ciplines as economics, communications and health ad
ministration conduct the training. The project has pro
duced ideas that have already saved Methodist thou
sands of dollars and improved patient care. An un
usual part of the two-week academic and practical
training involves the development of group projects
headed by an executive "champion." The first and sec
ond MELI classes of 20 to 25 employees suggested
ways to improve food service, streamline outpatient
schedules and prepare for bio-terrorism. All of the
project recommendations were presented to top Meth
odist executives at the final
class meetings.
"We invested in this be
cause we felt our ability to
achieve our vision and reach
our goal depended on the
quality of our people and the
intellectual capital we have
within our own organization,"
says Gary S. Shorb, CEO of
Methodist Healthcare. "Doing
it in partnership with the Uni

Children's Medical Center and
Methodist.
LHS will give $5 million

versity of Memphis made so
much sense."

over five years for Methodist to
work with the University in de
veloping "its intellectual and
human capital," says Gene

A partnership between the University of Memphis and

Cashman, president/CEO of
LHS. A second gift of $2 mil

Methodist Healthcare yields healthy benefits for everyone.

University to support a project

lion has gone directly to the
that collects, analyzes, main

Prescription for

tains and monitors information
about children's health-care

Gary S. Shorb, CEO of Methodist Healthcare, says
partnering with the U of M benefits the health
care industry as well as the University.

he says, "we have an extremely consistent supply of lin
These ventures give the University another opportu
nity to serve the Memphis community, expand its re
search capabilities and follow the leadership of U of M
President Shirley Raines in developing interdisciplinary
and community-based approaches to learning.

Training tomorrow's leaders
The Methodist partnership with U of M began in
September 2002 with the creation of the Methodist
Healthcare/Maurice Elliott Leadership Institute (MELI)
to train middle management at Methodist. Methodist
executives and U of M faculty members from such dis
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For example, Shorb says a
study of linen distribution was
beneficial from a patient-sat
isfaction and operations
standpoint. "Linen distribu
tion is a serious problem —
that's true of all hospitals,"
Shorb says. Now that the lead
ership team's recommenda
tions have been implemented,

WINTER 2004

ens and have upgraded the quality."
MELI's director calls the program a unique part
nership. "There is nothing like it in the whole country.
The combination of university faculty and practicing
executives delivering the program is unique and inno
vative," says Dr. Paul Fitzgerald, who also serves as
associate professor and director of the U of M Division
of Health Administration. "One of the very nice off
shoots of this is that we are now developing similar
programs for other health-care providers in the
Mid-South."
17

Helping Memphis' children
In February 2003, the University used the first
of its two-year, $2 million gift from LHS to create the
Child Health Data Consortium under Richard
Janikowski, interim director of the consortium and
chair of the U of M Department of Criminology.
Already the consortium has created databases
about Memphis child health issues for the community
to use in deciding how to care for its youngest citizens.
The goal is to prevent a "ready, shoot, aim" approach
to the assessment and delivery of health services to
neighborhoods and children, says Janikowski. Using
data generated by the consortium, health-care provid
ers and others interested in the welfare of children
"can develop prevention and intervention programs
based on accurate and timely data," Janikowski says.

cated. That information is available at the SUDS Web

way. In the past, for example, homicide would never

site, and is already being updated. A new project in

have been a health-care issue for children. Now it is,

volves studying trends in foster care for the state De

Janikowski says.

partment of Children's Services.
Janikowski says the consortium represents "the
first exciting steps in creating an integrated, shared
data system that will put information in a standardized
format that researchers and policy-makers can access
and use." This will become more and more important
as grant-making organizations like the federal govern
ment demand programs that are data driven. Moreover,
the consortium's research cuts across departmental
lines and defines "children's health" in a very broad

The consortium put up preliminary reports and
data on the Shared Urban Data (SUDS) Web site (http:
//suds,memphis.edu/suds.cfm) to allow anyone to access

In March of 2003, Methodist used another $1
million of its $5 million gift to create the Methodist
Le Bonheur Center for Healthcare Economics headed
by Fogelman College of Business and Economics pro
fessor Cyril Chang. Dr. Chang's first research project
updates a study that he and a colleague conducted
15 years ago on the health-care industry's economic
impact on the Mid-South. The new study found that the
overall dollar contribution of the medical community in
the Memphis metropolitan area is about $10.4 billion.
This represents approximately 27 percent of the overall
local economy, Chang says.
With Cashman's assistance, Chang is also analyz
ing TennCare, its trends and other implications for the
health-care community. Looking at the study from
Methodist's perspective, Shorb says, "It's very helpful
as we think about the economics of our business -—
and as we look at how we can continue to stay finan
cially viable yet serve the entire community — to get a
handle on data so we can see the scope of the problem
we are trying to solve."

information already gathered, says Janikowski.
Technical support for this second phase of the
partnership comes from staff at the University's Center
for Community Criminology and Research. To ensure
the consortium's work meets community needs, the
consortium's 10-member advisory board is broad in
scope. Members include U of M professors from
health, government relations, economics, psychology,
nursing and education, as well as representatives from
the University of Tennessee-Memphis, Shelby County
government and the Community Institute for Early
Childhood (CIEC), an umbrella organization for groups

Armed with accurate, timely information about
health-care issues, Shorb sees Methodist working more
closely with lawmakers at all levels of government. He
says the data collected by the economics center are
important when making sure lawmakers "appropriately

involved in children's health issues.
In addition to creating databases, the consortium
worked with CIEC to develop a directory of services for
early childhood care and youth health concerns in
Shelby County. The group also created an on-line
method for pinpointing where those services are lo

The economics of health care

The Child Health Data Consortium was made possible by a
grant from LHS Inc. The result of the consortium is better
health care for Mid-South children.
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prioritize what they are doing to help our industry."
Chang agrees that the focus of the center is to ex
amine ongoing and emerging health-care issues to help
lawmakers, medical professionals and business leaders
with their decision making. "Our job is to enlighten
and discover," he says. "Hopefully, this will assist in
the formation of policy that is based on credible data.
WINTER 2004

We are available as a community asset to help govern
ment entities and nonprofits with their problems. We
are willing to step out of the classroom into the real
world."
Chang, who is in the process of hiring staff, is now
examining the use of prescription drugs in Tennessee.
"Tennessee is not a rich state. However, Tennessee has
the highest per capita use of prescription drugs," he
says. "How did it happen this way? Is it a medical is
sue that has to do with poor health and how physicians
practice here, or is it an economic issue — that is, a
matter of how we deliver health care in Tennessee?"
This drug research project will be a team effort involv
ing the U of M business college as well as other depart
ments, the University of Tennessee-Memphis and U of
M graduate students.
Since the Child Data Consortium and the Health
Care Economics Center use U of M graduate students
to assist with research, the University is able to
strengthen the educational opportunities offered to
those working toward advanced degrees while paying
them a small stipend.

Continuing the work
Continued funding for the Methodist-U of M part
nership depends on the successful use of funds in the
previous year, says Cashman. Since two programs sup
ported by LHS have reached their objectives, a third
year of funding is forthcoming. Next year, LHS' gift will
focus on some aspect of nursing.
Partnerships and cooperative efforts through such
projects as the Child Health Data Consortium, the
MELI and the Economics Center are a win-win situa
tion, says Cashman. "Clearly the person who goes
through leadership training takes it back to the work
place, and the workplace benefits," he says. "The
University benefits by being able to create resources to
share with faculty and the rest of the community." ^
19
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r. John Baur is well aware of the drama that
surrounded the life of Dr. Martin Luther King
Jr. — it is almost impossible to live in the
region and not understand the power of King's story.
The South was the theatre in which King's drama
unfolded, from churches in Atlanta and a jail cell in
Birmingham to buses in Montgomery and a balcony in

dream

Memphis. Baur, a professor of music at the Rudi E.
Scheidt School of Music, has been capturing the
essence of these events through an opera he is writing
titled The Promise.
"Dr. King suffered major in
ternal conflict," says Baur. "He
wasn't comfortable being the
leader of such an important
movement, and he didn't con
sider himself to be up to the
job."
Facts such as this make it
important to preserve King's

retold

legacy in as many ways as pos
sible — even through opera.
Baur says it is such conflict
that King was going through
that has been a theme of op
era since the art form began.
"It had to be done,"
Baur says of the project.
"Especially in Memphis. I
was surprised that no one
had written something simi
lar."

U of M professor John Baur is creating
an opera to celebrate the life and times of

As the professor was
initially developing the
idea for an opera, a central
image evolved in his
mind: angry whites on one
side quoting Jim Crow
laws, adamantly sure
they are in the right, and

Dr. Martin Luther King Jr.

on the other side, an angry group of blacks citing the

B y
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King's powerful words lend themselves easily to
melody. On recordings of his speeches, King often

PHOTOS BY MICHAEL SPIKES
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Constitution, just as sure of themselves.
Baur started earnestly researching King's life, and
the opera began to take shape three years ago with the
libretto, or text.
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sounds as if he is singing, his booming voice hitting
notes and keeping time as his passion builds.
"I wanted to educate people about Dr. King," says
Baur. "I wanted to elaborate on what people already
knew about him. Also, I felt the piece should be a call
to action. We've come a long way, but still have far togo."
Baur used books, essays and speeches written by
King as a guide, altering them to fit the music.
"It is impossible to superimpose one art form onto
another," he says. "I couldn't just add music to his
speeches. But it was a perfect source to adapt my text
from."
Minor changes to the text were necessary to make
the words to King's writings become the libretto to
Baur's opera.
"King rarely used contractions in his writing and
speaking," says Baur. "That can lead to awkward
rhythms that don't quite fit. Some cannots became
can'ts — very minor changes. Nothing to change what
was being said."
King's famous "Letter from the Birmingham Jail,"
which was written from a jail cell in Birmingham, Ala.,
in 1963, is a key element in The Promise. The original
text is more than 20 pages long, but Baur edited it
down to a page of King's words for the scene, adding
his own phrases to describe the conflict between dem
onstrators and police that led to King's arrest.
I couldn't use it all," Baur says. "It was a shame
to lose some of those words, but the guts of what he was
saying is there. I used excerpts and key elements that
kept the themes."
As the libretto took shape,
so did the music.
"I rarely touch a synthesizer
when composing," the professor
says. "I sing it as I go."

U of M professor John Baur's opera
on the life and times of Dr. Martin
Luther King Jr. debuts nationally this
October. Valetta Brinson plays the
role of Coretta Scott King and Allen
Todd portrays Martin Luther King Jr.
Both are U of M students. A scene
based on King's "Mountaintop
Speech" and another that chronicles
events during the Montgomery
boycott will be performed Feb. 6-7
on the U of M campus.

But with The Promise, Baur has been forced to use
the keyboard more often.
"The words are demanding something very specific
from the music, and I need more than my voice to ex
plore all of the chords," he says.
In the early stages of composing the opera, Baur
questioned whether he were the right person to write it.
"I was worried about how the black community
would respond to a white man writing this opera," says
Baur, who also heads the composition/theory division
at the U of M.
Rev. Billy Kyles, who was with King when he was
hit by a fatal bullet on the balcony of the Lorraine Mo
tel, met with Baur and became convinced the professor
was the person to write the opera. Several prominent
black leaders also supported Baur in his endeavor.
Though composing the piece, Baur is not involved
in the actual physical production of the opera. Noted
black conductor Willie Waters is slated to conduct the
work in the premiere. Also in
volved are U of M theatre and
dance chair Bob Hetherington
as director, opera program di
rector Michael Johnson as di
rector and U of M opera vocal
coach Mark Ensley as overall
musical director.
This past year, scenes
from the first two acts were
performed for audiences at
the University, and two more
scenes will be shown this
February. The world premiere
is set for October at the
Germantown Performing Arts
Center with Albert Pertalion
as executive director.
The Promise is an
important work very much
at home in Memphis and at
the U of M. With music and
theatre and dance faculty
joining together for the
world debut, two
traditionally competitive
departments will yield to a
higher purpose, which would suit King just fine.
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The staff of the Center for Athletic Academic Services
at the University of Memphis is helping keep
student-athletes on track for sports

Courting success
Kolenbrander's relationship with the members of the
football team isn't unique within the center. All CAAS
counselors have similar bonds with their student-athletes
thai start early — advisers immediately begin teaching
freshmen student-athletes how to balance their lives.
Freshmen are required to attend the center for a mini
mum of six study hours each week.
"We are basically a support system," Kolenbrander
says. "If they can ask for help, we can find that help for
them."

T

he U of M football team is intent on practice as
Becky Kolenbrander steps onto the field.

"Hey, Ms. Becky! Guess what?" a player on
the defensive line immediately queries. "I got a 79 on
that test."

"That's pretty good," she replies with a smile,
"almost a B."
The player grins, and she keeps walking. Seconds
later, another player calls out to tell her about a profes
sor he is having trouble understanding. Then, a third
stops to ask if she can find him a tutor for a math class.
"Do you have kids?" one asks. "Because if you do,
I feel sorry for them. You're always out here with us."
Kolenbrander laughs, but acknowledges the truth in
the statement. "It's a good thing I don't have kids," she
says. "If I did, they'd be neglected."
Kolenbrander is part of a special team at the Uni
versity of Memphis — she works as a counselor at the
Center for Athletic Academic Services (CAAS). She and
other advisers at CAAS work closely with U of M ath
letes to ensure they have every opportunity to graduate
— in addition to playing sports.
With new athletic academic services director
Joseph P. Luckey and the commitment his counselors
have to CAAS, the often stereotypical "dumb-jock"
image is quickly disappearing from the U of M campus.

Lofty goals
"We have turned the corner," says Dr. Luckey. In
his second year at the U of M, the CAAS director can
readily produce solid statistics to prove it.

D E D R I C K

Senior Coot Terry, a sports marketing major who is a
linebacker for the football team, says he wouldn't be
graduating in May if it weren't for Kolenbrander.
"Before Becky, I had a lot of problems," he says. "I
was taking all the wrong classes, but she got here and
really helped me out."
Terry attributes Kolenbrander with not only getting

The U of M basketball team last year recorded its
loftiest GPA since fall 1991. Team member Earl Barron,
who completed his athletic eligibility last spring, be
came the first Tiger basketball player since 1991 to
graduate in four years when he received his degree in
May.

ness people who can help him find a job once he
graduates.

The football team, too, achieved high marks, enjoy
ing its best-ever GPA, and the baseball team boasted
its highest mark since 1995. The men's track and tennis
teams also sported their best academic performance in
history. Not to be outdone, the women's golf, tennis,
volleyball and soccer teams all recorded GPAs above
3.0 during the 2002-03 year. And individually, 109

the kind of relationship you need to get through college."
Luckey says the initial adjustment period for a stu
dent-athlete is difficult. "The first year can be very in
timidating, like a ride on a roller coaster," he says. "You
have to juggle study hall, classes and practice."
Soccer player Veronica Ruiz notes, "The counselors

student-athletes achieved 3.0 GPAs or higher, with 53
recording better than 3.5.
I think one reason we are doing so much better is
that we are coming up with a graduation plan during the
athletes sophomore and junior years," Luckey says.
We are looking at the whole picture — not just the cur
rent semester. Our goal is to get them graduated in four
years."
Luckey also is quick to credit his four academic
counselors — all of whom he personally hired — for
the turnaround, as well as his assistant director and his
office coordinator.
Our center is all about people," says Luckey. "If
we don't have that good relationship with the students,
they won't come in.
People who work with our staff see our concern for
the student-athletes, and the athletes appreciate the
concern that we have for academics," he says. "We've
put together a team of our own."
THE UNIVERSITY
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him in the right classes to fulfill his graduation require
ments, but with encouraging him to network with busi

"We're all real close to Becky," Terry says. "Thai's

make sure we have the right classes — not just to stay
eligible, but to be successful in life."
CAAS assistant director Nicole Green knows first
hand the responsibilities of student-athletes from her
time spent as a sprinter in college.
"Our main reason for being here is for the student —
not the athlete," she says. "When they leave here, I want
every one of them to look back and say, 'I have my de
gree.'"
Fehi Tuivai, a junior volleyball player, is thankful the
advisers take that attitude. She transferred from a school
in California; as a result, some of her requirements did
not count toward her sociology major.
"My adviser, Bridget Van Landeghem, was always
ready to answer any questions I had," Tuivai says. "She re
ally worked with me and really seemed to care about me."
Counselor Maria Tyson says her main objective is to
build a relationship with each student that covers corn-

Counselor Maria Tyson offers advice about courses to
U of M freshman track athlete Larry Harris.

mon everyday issues. "Besides academics, I dispense
advice on everything from long-distance relationships to
parents," she says.

Tower of power
The recent renovation of the old library tower — now
the John S. Wilder Tower — has given CAAS new space
in which to work. The entire sixth and seventh floors of
the building house CAAS and teem with life at most
hours of the day.
Areas have been developed for small-group study,
individual study and tutoring sessions, as well as com
puter research and use. Even during study hours, which
are mostly outside of regular work hours, advisers are
available to answer questions, solve problems and keep
student-athletes on task.
Trece Hayslett, an adviser to the Student-Athlete Ad
visory Committee, has seen firsthand the positives that
the new staff and facilities have produced. She points to
a situation involving a former women's basketball player,
Tamika Rogers, as proof that Luckey's team is headed in
the right direction.
"We had a female basketball player who was close
to failing," Hayslett says. "Dr. Luckey sat down with her
and said, 'I'm not going to let you get away with this.'
Tamika was mad, but excited at the same time. She was
truly amazed that Dr. Luckey took the time to help her
with school." Rogers graduated last August.
The success of CAAS is becoming more and more
evident. During May commencement ceremonies, 23 stu
dent-athletes graduated, with 21 more receiving degrees
in August.
"We are moving in the right direction," Luckey says.
"Our job is to graduate students, and that is happening
more and more." s#
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House of Heritage

t h e c o l u m n s

By Blair Dedriek

'r sweater from 1916, class photos dating back to the early 1900s, fraternity and sorority yearbooks
'se are just a few of the hundreds of items on display in the If of Ms newly opened Heritage Room.
The first graduating class of what was then West

1916 letter sweater belonging to Reed Phillips that

Tennessee Normal School has been all but forgotten,

wasn't awarded to him until 1983 because of delays

but a group of U of M alumni are changing that.

caused by World War I.

In early October, the U of M's Heritage Room

Hundreds of portraits and photographs from vari

opened, and with it, a trip down memory lane that

ous classes are on display, including a picture of the

dates back to the earliest days of the University.

late Barbara Walker Hummel (BS '48) after she was

"Every institution has a history," says Doug Mayo

crowned Miss America in 1947.

(BS '39), who played a major role in creating the

One of the most impressive contributions is a

Heritage Room. "I think it is impor

glass-front wooden display cabi-

tant for present students and fac-

net built by students in the cam

ulty to know something about that

pus industrial arts shop. It was
the class of 1941 's gift to the Uni

Mayo teamed with Dr. Les

I

Pourciau and Ronald "Butch"

versity.
jOpt

Alford (BS '65, MEd '68) to give

"It really is a walk down

-i&jS

/

the U of M something that most

"The room helps to visually

other universities already have: a

yf*::

place to preserve and display hisB

Pourciau is former director of U of

^

M libraries and Alford is former

„

director of the U of M's Depart-

5

The Heritage Room is located
on the first floor of the newly

and auditorially establish our his

51

torical artifacts and memorabilia.

ment of Creative Services.

memory lane," says Alford.

tory for students, faculty and staff
of the U of M," says Dr. Daniel
Beasley, acting director of the U
of M Foundation. "Most every uni

(£0

I

versity has some type of heritage
I

f

.

collection — now we have ours."

|

Beasley sees the collection as
I|L

—

a way of securing the traditions

renovated Brister Building and is

that built the U of M by letting

open Mondays and Thursdays from 1:30 to 4 p.m.

visitors, as well as students, faculty and staff, see how

except on holidays. More than 300 items have been

much has changed — and how much has not.

A L U M N I

Teacher Talent Times Two
You can forgive students and faculty at
Freed-Hardeman University if they do a double take.
Identical twins Sharen and Karen Cypress are both
professors in the College of Education at the school.
Sharen teaches education courses and is director
of clinical field experiences; Karen teaches special
education courses.
In August, Karen and Sharen
became the first twins to earn
doctoral degrees from the U of M.
Both earned EdD degrees in
leadership and policy studies
with a concentration in educa
tional leadership.
The twin sisters earned
bachelor's degrees from FreedHardeman in 1991. Sharen's un
dergraduate degree is in elemen
tary education, while Karen
started out in elementary educa
tion and switched to social work.
They received master's degrees
from the U of M. Karen attained
a Master of Science in instruc
Sharen and Karen
tion and curriculum leadership
and Sharen received a Master of Education.

Sharen twice received the Outstanding Advisor
Award from the Student Tennessee Education Associa
tion. Both were members of Phi Delta Kappa, Kappa
Delta Pi and the Tennessee Association of Colleges for
Teacher Education.
The twins say having each other for support was
critical to making it through the four-year doctoral
process. "We would take small
breaks, and then say, 'Break
time's over, time to get back to
work,"' says Karen. "We would
sleep in shifts."
Through it all, their four other
sisters and their parents, James
and Ethel Cypress, served as a
rooting section. "They basically
were our cheerleaders," Karen
says. "When were down, they
picked us up." One sister, Maria
Graham-Morlan, is a graduation
analyst for the U of M's teacher
education program. "She was our
little choo-choo train," says
Sharen. "She would tell us, 'Come
Cypress
on, you can do it.'"

see Normal School opened its doors, and include a

university — it is hard for students to have as much

Not surprisingly, the two have shared many of the
same interests, from basketball to singing to lecturing.
"We do everything together," says Sharen. "We work
together, live together, we do everything together."
Sharen taught elementary school for two years be

photo of the first graduating class and the first class

loyalty as at a rural university where most people live

fore moving to Collierville Middle School. She was an

catalog.

in dormitories," he says. "I think it is important for

8th grade science teacher there for three years and a

present-day students to know about the history."

school counselor for two years.
Karen worked at Arlington Developmental Center

collected, but because of space constraints, only 150
or so will be on display at a time.
Items date back to 1912, the year West Tennes

Other items include a fraternity scrapbook with
early 20th-century photos of students and professors;

Mayo views the room as a way to increase
school spirit.
"At the University of Memphis — being an urban

University memorabilia had been displayed on

diplomas; a pennant and beanie from then-West Ten

the second floor of the Administration Building in the

for four years as a social worker and for two years as

nessee State Teachers College; and a 1918 letter writ

Columns Gallery from 1974 to 1981. But the gallery

program director. She taught elementary school, then

ten by then-President Andrew A. Kincannon. Athletic

closed when office space was needed. Since then,

joined the faculty at Mitchell High, where she taught

memorabilia include a 1916 football helmet, Tiger

many items have been stored in the Department of

special education classes and coached the girls' bas

booster clock and a football from a critical 1958

Special Collections.

ketball team.

game against Tennessee Tech. Also on display is a

R E V I E W

When the going got tough, the Cypress sisters
turned to their faith. (Their father James is minister at
Macon Road Church of Christ.) In fact, Karen and
Sharen lecture on subjects that are both educational
and biblical. "Our faith keeps us grounded. It's basi
cally therapy," says Karen. "It helped get us through
the dissertation."
Both praised the support they received from their
major professor, Dr. Reginald Green. "They showed
perseverance, tenacity and willpower over the past four
years," says Green, an associate professor in the lead
ership department. "It was a pleasure for me to work
with them. I think the educational community will ben
efit tremendously from the research conducted in the
areas of the characteristics of effective schools and
special education."
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U of M Alumnus Revisits
the Big Screen in 21 Grams
University of Memphis alumni will recognize the
scenery in 27 Crams, the newly released movie filmed
in Memphis last year, but they may also recognize one
of their own among the star-studded cast.
Jerry Chipman (BS '66), a vice president of public
relations and communications for St. Jude

By Tanuja Coletta (BS '97)

"At the time, I was on vacation in Italy, and found
myself in the ironic position of saying, 'no,'" Chipman
says. Luckily, the meeting was postponed a few weeks,
and he found himself on a couch reading lines with
Naomi Watts. He found out he had landed the role
when Inarritu turned to the
JM actress and told her that

Children's Research Hospi- I
tal and ALSAC, is featured
|GLf(P**
0^
father. At that moment,
with Sean Penn, Benicio
^f
(1 b'M
Chipman, who has been
Del Toro and Naomi Watts a
|fyP
<
"H a huge fan of Watts since
in the movie. Chipman
m ,•
\|>
j
plays the father of Watts
§ "
mm
>t<| Mulholland Drive, says he
and supporting actress
is
***r %
^ was more caught up in her
Clea DuVall. The film took |
\\
-n
_
| performance rather than
top awards at the 2003
| ^
k! reve''n8'n h's own g°0£l
Venice International Film I
Festival and generated
C ipman (BS
In the film 27 Grams,Jerry Chipman
(BS '66)
'66) plays
plays the
the
During the three weeks
father
father of
of award-winning actr
actress
ss Naomi Watts (center)
. ,.
, ,
Oscar buzz well ahead of
of filming his scenes, which
..
,
(right),
and Clea DuVall (right).
s
its Dec. 26, 2003, general
'
took place in the vacated
release date.
Baptist Memorial Hospital on Union Avenue and in

yBM

"It was a great experience," Chipman says. "It's a
gritty, intense story. While it's always creepy to see
yourself on the big screen, I was interested to see what
the finished product would look like."
2 7 Crams is the first English film from Mexican
filmmaker Alejandro Gonzalez Inarritu, who also
directed the Academy Award-nominated Amores
Perros (2001). The story line jumps between the lives
of Cristina (Watts), a doting wife and mother with a
troubled past; Paul (Penn), a math professor on a
waiting list for a heart transplant; and Jack (Del Toro),
a convict-turned-born-again-Christian. A tragic car acci
dent unexpectedly throws their lives together.
"It's sort of like shattered glass that gets put back
together again," says Chipman, who initially expected

Chickasaw Gardens among other locations, Chipman
still had to attend to his St. Jude duties.
"It was crazy," he says. "Except for the Saturday and
Sunday filming, there was not a day that I was on the
set that I wasn't also at St. Jude. Every time the director
yelled, 'Cut,' Naomi and I would get on our cell phones
- she, talking to her good friend Nicole Kidman or
then-beau Heath Ledger, and me, talking to someone
at St. Jude."

Movie fans know that 27 Crams is not Chipman's
first feature film. He played an FBI agent in The Firm,
which starred Tom Cruise and was also filmed in
Memphis, and had small roles in two earlier films.
Chipman, who began acting as a child, appeared
in such plays as Richard III,The Firebugs, Twelfth Night
to be a tiny shard of the ensemble when he auditioned and Eastward Ho! at the U of M. He also performs and
for a minor, one-scene role.
directs plays at Theatre Memphis, with roles in Death"But a week later, I got a call asking if I would
trap, The Real Thing,The Philadelphia Story and Dial
come back and read with the casting director for the
M for Murder. "Some people have golf or tennis,"
role of Naomi's father," he says. Inarritu liked the tape
Chipman explains. "For me, this is the very same. It lets
of the session and wanted to arrange a face-to-face
you use the other side of the brain. It's the excitement
meeting with Chipman.
of creativity that I think all of us need."

Make plans to attend
DAA gala April 24
Entrepreneur Kemmons Wilson. Actress Dixie
Carter. NFL receiver Isaac Bruce. SAKS Inc. CEOR.
Brad Martin. These are just afew of the Uof M's alumni
and friends who have reached the pinnacle of success in
their chosen fields. And in doing so, they have brought
distinction to the University ofMemphis.
On April 24 at The Peabody Hotel indowntown
Memphis, the University will again recognize alumni and
friends with the 2004 Distinguished Alumni Awards
during a banquet and silent auction. Recipients are
honored in one of four categories: Outstanding Young
Alumni, Distinguished Alumni Achievement,Distin
guished Alumni Service andDistinguished Friend.
Help honor this year's recipients by attending this
gala evening. For reservations or moreinformation, call
901/678-5314.
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Software Designer Finds Success
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As a kid, Jeff Briggs was captivated by board
center around current world or historical events.
games. Today he is an award-winning designer of
Civilization III allows the player to pit nations against
some of the most popular software games ever
each other in a race to dominate the world from
produced.
military, economic and diplomatic perspectives. As
Briggs (MM '80), president and founder of Firaxis
the game progresses, the fledgling nations make
Games, has touched virtually every area of game
calculated advances in development. Newly honed
development. He has been a designer, producer,
skills from mapmaking to nuclear development allow
director, manager and music composer of some of
players to choose how they want to win the game.
the world's best-selling PC games.
This combination of strategy, role playing and
Briggs earned his bachelor's degree from
historical accuracy has managed to keep players
Eastman School of Music at the University of
returning for more action.
Rochester. He was persuaded to
The story line is written before
come to the U of M by Don Freund,
the music is introduced, says
a former chair of the composition
Briggs, who has composed scores
department. "Don was my music
for more than 30 games. "If the
composition teacher," says Briggs.
music is not appropriate, it can be
"I met him while I was still in high
distracting. The last thing you want
school and he was always very
is the player to be distracted," says
encouraging."
Briggs. "The idea is to suck them
So how does a classically
into the world and keep them
trained musician, who began
there. If the music doesn't support
composing at age 10, find himself
that, then you've lost them."
in the hip world of PC gaming?
He also has used his musical
After leaving Memphis, Briggs went
talents to write orchestral and
on to earn a doctorate from the
chamber music and to score videos
University of Illinois. "I took some
and commercials.
computer courses there," he says.
The company name comes
"When I moved to New York I
from a doctoral piece Briggs wrote
Jeff Briggs
bought a bunch of equipment. I
for his dissertation, a combination
bought one of those 64k Macs and got interested in
of "fiery" and "axis." Firaxis has set the gaming world
computers at that point."
on fire, with more than 30 industry awards. Briggs
His career began in the realm of historical
received Maryland's 2003 Ernst & Young Software
simulation board games at West End Games. From
Entrepreneur of the Year award.
there he went to MicroProse Software, where he
The people of Firaxis also believe in sharing the
began a long collaboration with Sid Meier, now
fruits of their success. The company supports dozens
director of creative development at Firaxis. They have
of causes important to its employees and their fami
designed, produced and directed some of the most
lies, from the American Cancer Society to Maryland
popular software titles ever, including Sid Meier's
Animal Rescue. It also gives employees time off to
Pirates!, F-19 Stealth Fighter, Sid Meier's Civilization
volunteer with their favorite service organizations.
II and III,Colonization, F-117 Stealth Fighter, Sid
Do all the critical raves for Firaxis translate into
Meier's Gettysburg and Sid Meier's Alpha Centauri.
blockbuster sales?
Briggs founded Firaxis in 1996.
"Most of our games do pretty well," says Briggs.
A fan of strategy and war games, Briggs often
"We like to sell at least 1 million units on everything
draws inspiration from reading. The stories often
we do. There's a pretty narrow profit margin."
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1969

Charles R. Castellaw (MA) lives in

Wanda Easter Burch (BA)

Henry County, Tenn., with his second

published the book She Who Dreams, a

wife, high school sweetheart Betty Jo.

Journey Into Healing Through

He is the author of The Way It Was.

Dreamwork. In the book, Burch argues
that dreams provide powerful images

1958

for self-healing. She and her husband,

Raymond J. Ricossa (BBA) received

Ronald Burch (BA '69), live in

the Outstanding Italian American

Fultonville, N.Y., where she does

Award for 2003 from UNIC0, the

historical preservation work and gives

Italian American service organization.

seminars on dreams and healing

He was Memphis chapter president for

practices.

three years and now is UNIC0 district
governor for Tennessee.

Linda Toombs (BSEd, MEd '71) was
elected international sergeant-at-arms

i > f #
at the Memphis Botanic Garden, inducting former athletes int
Je"Clfc held itsJannual ?a."
its Ha" of Fame and recognizing individuals for their support of Tiger athletics. Among those inductee
Joh" Mohun^0

(BSEd '80)- *«ck;

Snpli mnT-piTVif' n° r r u
Ray Jamieson (BSEd '74), football; Rick
Spell (BBA 81), the Dr. C.C. Humphreys Golden Tiger Award; Paul Mann (BSEd '70), the Billy J. Murphy
Award; Laura Russell, wife of the late Bobby Russell, football; Steve Matthews, football; Leonia Turnei
mother of Andre Turner, basketball; Jodi Fisher (BSEd '99, MS 02), soccer; Mike Garibaldi (BBA '75)
the Ralph Hatley Silver M Award; and Kim Duppins-Stanton (BSEd '83), basketball.

UMS Honors
Longtime
Administrator,
Educator

1967

of Alpha Delta Kappa, an international

Linda Yarbrough Harless (BSEd,

honor society of women educators. She

MEd '69) retired from St. George's Day

retired from the Memphis City Schools

School, where she served for 15years

after 34 years of teaching and

as teacher, director of admissions,

counseling at the high school level.

early childhood director and associate

Toombs now is a guidance counselor

head of school. Last year she was the

and department coordinator at

statewide recipient of the Herbert

Briarcrest Christian High School.
Dr. Alan Salomon

Smothers Distinguished Teaching and
Dedicated Service Award. Harless,

1968

who chaired the Germantown

Andrew J. Anderson (BS) retired

Dr. Alan Salomon (BS) received a

Education Commission for more than

from Delta Air Lines after more than

Fellowship Award from the Academy

10 years, was selected spokeswoman

30 years of service. His final years

of General Dentistry in recognition of

for the Race for the Cure. She and her

were spent as a senior captain in

his commitment to continuing dental

husband, Mike Harless (BS '66),

international flight operations, flying
from New York City to Europe. As a

education.

have two sons.

captain, Anderson set two

1971

international speed records. He also

Herbert H. Hilliard (BBA) was one

served five years in the Air Force,

of the first five individuals inducted

including a year of flying in Thailand

into the Shelby County Schools Hall of

during the Vietnam War.

Fame.

The University of Memphis Society honored

Dr. Donald Carson
(above) and
Dr. Nancy Simco (left).

former administrator Dr. Donald Carson with its

Tom Henderson (BA, JD '71), a

Pauline A. Weaver (BA, JD '79),

Walter Barret Distinguished Achievement Award

veteran state prosecutor, was named to

assistant public defender for Alameda

and named Dr. Nancy Simco its Educator of the

the Tennessee Commission on Crime

County, Calif., is serving on the

Victim Assistance.

American Bar Association Board of

Year during an awards dinner in October. The
dinner was combined with a new event, the in

Governors.

duction of members into the President's Society
of the Shield. The society recognizes donors who
have contributed at least $10,000 to academic
programs at the University.
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Kay Spalding Robilio (BA, JD '81),

1980

James H. "Jay" Watkins III (MS)

1988

a Circuit Court judge, received the

Dianne Dixon (BSET) is owner of

is head of the civil engineering

Douglas Hethmon (BBA) joined

Cory Newsom-Broughton (BS) is a

2003 Marion Griffin/Franees Loring

Clark-Dixon Associates, specializing

department at Askew Hargraves

Primacy Relocation as director of

dentist with the Memphis and Shelby

in public architecture.

Harcourt & Associates Inc.

information technology.

County Health Department in a

John A. Good (BBA, JD '87) is

1985

Mark McKee (BA) had two

program. Newsom-Broughton

managing partner of the Memphis law

photographs in the national spotlight:

graduated from the University of

office of Bass, Berry & Sims.

"Little Girl in Cemetery" was
published in American Magazine-, the

Tennessee College of Dentistry in
2002. She is married to Clifford
Broughton and is the mother of Carter.

Award for her contributions to the state
and local Women's Bar Association
and to the community.
C. Barry Ward (JD) was elected vice

school-based preventive dental

chair of the Tennessee Judicial

Danny T. Ferguson

1992

Selection Commission. He is an

Danny W. Kail (BA, JD '83) joined

second photograph was kodakxom's

attorney with Glankler Brown.

the part-time faculty at LeMoyne-

Picture of the Day and was displayed

Owen College, teaching business law

at the Marriott Marquis Hotel's Kodak

Will Quinn (BSEE, MBA '93) married

and personnel management in an

Gallery.

Tracie Denise Turnbow on Aug. 2,

1974
Julie C. Chinn (BA, JD '78) joined

accelerated program. He is the chief
negotiator and a deputy administrator
for the Shelby County government.

Danny T. Ferguson (JD), an

Husch & Eppenberger as an associate

assistant public defender in Winston-

in the insolvency practice group. She

Salem, N.C., published his first novel,

concentrates her practice in the area of

Vow of Vengeance, a political pirate

creditor representation in bankruptcy.

thriller.

2003. He is vice president of Quinn

1989

Construction Corp. of Parsons, Tenn.

Robert P. Bulick (BBA) was

Dee A. Wallace (BBA, MS '81) is

Sharon Russell-Stewart

promoted to terminal manager for

Rena Rosenberg (MS) is founder and

Roadway Corporation's White Pine,

owner of ElderCare Consultants, a

Tenn., location. Bulick has been with

provider of professional geriatric care

Charles W. Hill (BA, JD '77), an

1973

USA, the nonprofit organization that

Sharon Russell-Stewart (BA),

the company for more than seven

management services.

attorney with Glankler Brown, was

supports the Stax Music Academy and

human resource adviser for FedEx

Melissa DeLacerda (BSEd) was

years. He lives in Morristown, Tenn.,

named to the Memphis Regional

Express, has retired after 20 years with

with his wife, Annette Desiderio

Gary N. Sharp (BPS), chief of the

elected president of the Oklahoma Bar

Stax Museum of American Soul Music.

Chamber's board of directors.

the company. The former Miss

Bulick (BA '91), and three children,

East Tennessee Technology Park Fire

Anna, Julia and Claire.

Department for eight years, was

chief operating officer of Soulsville

Association. She has a solo law
practice in Stillwater, Okla.

1977

David H. Wedaman (BBA) is

Memphis State is now West Tennessee

president and CEO of RE

account manager for Bayer Health

Robert Bohanan (MA) was

Transportation Inc. He has been in the

Care's diagnostic division.

appointed deputy director of the

transportation industry for 20 years.

1979
Jamie L. Johns (BBA) is an assistant

Commission on Chief Fire Officer

Steve R. Darnell (JD) was appointed

Designation. Sharp now serves as Oak

1986

administrative law judge for the state

Ridge Reservation cleanup/waste

1983

Jeffrey D. Nowell (BBA) is chief

of Tennessee. Darnell has been

management fire protection lead. He

John Selberg (BBA, MBA '87),

financial officer of Baptist Memorial

continuously certified as a civil trial

oversees fire protection requirements

assistant chief of the Germantown Fire

Hospital in Memphis. He and his wife,

specialist by the Tennessee Supreme

for subcontractors, service providers,

Department, has been designated a

Leanne Peel Nowell (BBA '87), have

Court and the National Board of Trial

demolition sites and remediation
projects.

Jimmy Carter Library and Museum in
Atlanta.

designated a Chief Fire Officer by the

1990

professor of Christianity at Houston

Chief Fire Officer by the Commission

been married for 14 years and have

Advocacy since 1995. He lives in

Baptist University. He is working on a

on Chief Fire Officer Designation.

two sons, Will and Zach.

Clarksville, Tenn., with his wife,

doctorate through the University of

Barbara, and children, S. Fritz and

Mark Shaughnessy (BBA) is vice

Toni M. Darnell.

president of Day & Associates, a

Edinburgh, where he had served as a

1984

1987

Hebrew tutor. Johns has master's

Dr. John Markowitz (BS) is an

Jill Foutch (BFA) is art director for

degrees from Covenant Theological

associate professor of pharmaceutical

Cheryl McClary (BS, MS '76, JD '82)

Chandler Ehrlich & Co.

Seminary, Reformed Theological

sciences at the Medical University of

is the author of The Commitment

Seminaryand Mid-America Baptist

South Carolina. He earned his Doctor

Chronicles: How You Can Stay Happily

Gertrude Tara-Casciano (MFA) had

associate with the law firm of

Theological Seminary.

of Pharmacy degree from the

Married. She is a professor of women's

an exhibition of 20 steel and canvas

Weintraub, Stock & Grisham.

University of Tennessee Health

health programs at the University of

sculptures and 70 pastel drawings in

Science Center. Markowitz has had an

North Carolina at Asheville as well as

the Merkle Gallery and the Price

article accepted by the Journal of the

an attorney, songwriter, wife and

Gallery at the South Arkansas Arts

American Medical Association.

Center in El Dorado. She lives in Little

Cheryl McClary

mother.

national transportation and

1991

distribution consulting firm based in

William C. Sessions III (JD) is an

Nashville.

Rock.
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1998

Tony Silva (BM, MM '03) gave a

Dr. Brady Holler (BS), an internist,

Jennifer S. Harrison (BSN, JD '03)

guest lecture and piano recital at

joined the East Tennessee State

joined the law firm of Bailey & Clarke,

Huntington College titled "The Use

University Hospitalist Service at

where she concentrates her practice in

and Development of Motive in Liszt's

Johnson City Medical Center. The

the area of medical malpractice.

Sonata in B Minor." He also

Hospitalist Service manages the care

performed a collaborative recital with

of patients, especially those referred

1999

by other physicians or those who do

Keri M. Cash (BA, JD '02) is an

John Thompson (DMA '03). Silva is

not have a primary care provider,
during their hospitalstay. He also is

associate attorney in the general

a DMA student at the U of M's Rudi E.
Scheidt School of Music.

Huntington College voice professor

business litigation practice group of

an assistant professor at ETSU's James

Jeff Brightwell

H. Quillen College of Medicine.

Husch & Eppenberger.
Kandace C. Stewart (BBA, JD '03)

Jeffrey K. Fleishmann

Jeff Brightwell (BA) received the

joined Husch & Eppenberger as an

Missouri Broadcasters Association

Jonathan W. Hickman (JD) and

associate in the insolvency practice

Jeffrey K. Fleishmann (JD) is an

Certificate of Merit for his play-by

Rusty White (BA '92, JD '95) are

group. She concentrates her practice

associate with the law firm of Wyatt,

play broadcasting of the Southeast

co-owners of the Internet movie

in the area of creditor bankruptcy.

Tarrant & Combs. He concentrates his

Missouri State University women's

magazine Entertainment Insiders

basketball program. He has returned

(:www.einsiders.com). The magazine

Adrienne Timberlake (BA) was

to Memphis as radio broadcaster for

covers all aspects of the film industry

promoted to special and private events

Lady Tiger basketball and Tiger

manager at the Memphis Zoo.

1995

litigation.

2001

National Bank.

filmmakerinterviews. Hickman is the
misdemeanor public defender for

were married Oct. 18, 2003. He is

Coweta County, Ga.; White is a Shelby

husband, Todd, welcomed the birth of

Richard Stevens (PhD) is an

founding partner in the Germantown

County assistant public defender.

Kristin L. McGunnigle (BA) is a

law firm Snider, Horner & New.

their first child, Rex Evans Ealy, in

instructor of biology at Monroe

staff accountant with Bean & Ison

Chattanooga.

Community College in Rochester, N.Y.

Kevin Snider (JD) and Jeanie Halvin

Kristin L. McGunnigle

University

Shelley L. Ealy (MS) and her

Certified Public Accountants &

1996

1997

Patrick Carruth (MA) was promoted

Consultants. She performs

Januarie Morrison (BA, MA '03)

2003

Mary L. Jordan (BPS), a certified

to academic dean at Evangelical

management advisory services as well

and her husband, Peter, are the

Ashlee B. Ellis (JD) joined the

clinical social worker, is program

Christian School. He had been chair of

as tax, audit and accounting services.

parents of Luke Jacob Morrison. They

Glankler Brown law firm as an

director of the Genesis House

the English Department.

live in Beaumont, Texas.

transitional treatment program. She

associate. She concentrates her

May.

The

Kelli N. Kraft (BBA) is direct mail
coordinator with Union Planters

reviews, box-office analysis and

from the University of Tennessee last

to visit

practice in the area of commercial

from business news to film and DVD

earned a Master of Social Work degree

Be sure

Jennifer Huddleston White (BA)

practice in the areas of civil and

was named marketing manager for

criminal litigation, legislative practice

Junior Achievement of Memphis and

and public policy law.

the Mid-South.
Don L. Hearn (JD) joined the

Stephanie Poole (BSCE) started her

2000

Glankler Brown law firm as an

own company, Airfield Etc. Inc. She

Pamela Fleming (MA, JD '01) is an

associate. He concentrates his practice

has been in the construction business

assistant district attorney with the

in the areas of general civil litigation,

for 15 years.

Shelby County District Attorney's

medical malpractice and employment

of
Memphis
Magazine
online at:

www.
memphis.
edu/

Office, assigned to General Sessions
Criminal Court.
Thomas Sellers Jr. (BA) is the
sportswriter for The Millington Star.
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The University of Memphis Alumni Association expresses sympathy to the families and friends of these individuals.

ALUMNI

1960s-70s

Listed alphabetically by graduation date

Margaret Payne Canestrari '62,
June '03
William C. Schadrack Jr. '63,
Oct. '03
Carolyn Coleman Clack '64, June '0
Ira Eugene Spillers '68, Oct. '03
Jane Ross '71, Oct. '03
Dr. Siraj Ahmad '72, Oct. '03
Evelyn Bernice Rice Gregory '73,
June '03
Reggie D. Thompson '74, Oct. '03

1920s-30s
Joe A. Norton '30, Nov. '03

1940s-50s
James C. Macdonald '45, Nov. '03
Eula Sansing Eason '48, '53, Oct. '03
James Robert Campbell '51,
Sept. '03
James Armstrong '58, July '03
Donald P. Huey '58, Feb. '03
George V. Kinney '58, Sept. '03

1980s-90s

Bobbie Williams Macklin '81,
Sept. '03

FACULTY/STAFF
Virginia Sims Foreman Oct. '03
Dr. Jamie Hurley Oct. '03

FRIENDS
Richard L. "Pop" Andrews
Sept. '03
Carlos H. Cantu Sept. '03
Paul Isbell Sept. '03
Rev. Mose Pleasure Jr. Oct. '03
Dr. Thomas H. Shipmon Oct. '03

Frank Jackson "Jay" Hudson II '80
Sept. '03

Alumni Association
Board of Directors: Dawn Graeter (BBA '86), President; Claudia Barr ('72), Treasurer; Richard Glassman (BS '69,
JD '72), Past President; Bob Appling (BS '52), Rick Boals (BA '72), Thomas Boggs (BA '72), Ricky Bursi (BSME '82), Jim
Canfield (BBA '80), Tim Dwyer (BA '76, JD '80), Terry Edwards (BBA '72, JD '75), Rob Evans (MBA '97), Charles Ewing,
Curt Fields (BSEd '72, MEd '75), John Koski (BA '88), John T. Lawrence (BS '70), Pat Lloyd (BBA '76), Mark Long (BSEE '85),

V

Mike Lyons (BBA '75), James Maclin (BSME '92), Barbara Mayo, Don Ray (BBA '76), Markova Reed ('96), Jack Sammons
(BBA '85), Preston Shaw (BBA '74), Tom Sullivan (BBA '74), Beverly Vaughan-Acker (BBA '78, JD '84), Len Walker
(BBA '88), Martin Zummach (BA '85, JD '93)
At-large Council Members: Henri Brooks (BSEd '72); Carol Chumney (BA '83, JD '86); Florence Crenshaw Hall (BS
'89); William "Trip" Jones III (BSET '77, MS '86)
District Council Members: Robert W. Canfield Jr. (BBA '59), Boston; Brad Hancock (BBA '80), Jackson, Tenn.; Rick Kale
(BSEd '72), Jackson, Miss.; Harry A. Paulk (BS '60), Chattanooga
Constituent Chapters: Arts & Sciences: Jane Lettes (BS '60, MA '85); AUSP: Paul Spreckelmeyer (MA '94); Band: Mary
McCollum (BA '94, MA '96, EDS '97); Business & Economics: Mike Neal (BBA '96, MA '98); Education: Dr. Carolyn Gibson
(EdD '77); Engineering: Don Branson (BSET '01); Health Administration: Philip Blane (MHA '98); Journalism: Jerome Wright
(BA '72); Law: Paul Prather (BA '79, JD '82); Nursing: Lee Booth (BBA '90, BSN '96); University College: Gwendolyn
Williams (BPS '94)
U of M Clubs: Atlanta: Robert Daniel (BS '92); Birmingham: Jeff Davis (BA '99); Dallas/Ft. Worth: Brian Kelley (BBA
'69); Greater Memphis Club: Barbara Mayo; Houston: Sam Blustein (BSEE '75); Jackson, Tenn.: Jim Murdaugh ('70); Little
Rock: Dick Torti (BBA '68, MBA '75); Nashville: Russell (BA '93, JD '97) and Catharine (BBA '98) Humphrey; New York:
Robert Wright (BS '77); Tampa: Bob Riggins (BBA '70, MS '80); Washington, D.C.: Kate Sicola (BA '00); Half-Century Club:
J.B. "Pappy" Latimer (BS '52)
Alumni Staff: Interim Executive Director of the Alumni Association and Director of Constituent Relations: Tammy
Hedges; Alumni Coordinator: Mindy Spaunhorst; Alumni Coordinator: Kelly Walker
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